Abstract-The ability to transparently detect performance degradations in all-optical networks is highly desirable. We present an optical signal monitor, based on a frequency supervision system, which can participate in some tasks for fault and performance management of transparent optical networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
I TU-T Recommendation G.872 describes an optical transport network (OTN) functional architecture divided in three layers, which are optical transmission section (OTS), optical multiplex section (OMS), and optical channel (OCh). Optoelectrical and electrooptical conversion functions are assigned to the adaptation between OMS and OCh layers, therefore G.872 envisages an "opaque" electrical OCh layer even though belonging to the OTN. The main impediment in defining a "transparent" OCh layer dwells in the current technological incapacity of performing all-optical 3R regeneration and signal quality supervision.
Digital communications use bit error rate (BER) measurements and parity check to inform about signal quality. Instead, due to the analogue nature of transparent optical signals, the parameters related to signal quality are carrier frequency, power, and optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). Hence, the verification that such parameters comply to prescribed limits can assess quality supervision. Thus, it is possible to attain a primary estimation of the optical signal quality and detect degradations, without having recourse to an electrical layer.
Optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs) can be useful for some tasks of management in transparent optical networks such as estimation of OSNR and channel power equalization [1] , [2] . However, today's modern commercial OSA are convenient for WDM applications with channel spacing equal or superior to 50 GHz. For optical frequency division multiplexed (OFDM) systems where spacing between optical channels is very tight (e.g., 10 GHz), methods of heterodyne or homodyne spectroscopy may be used for optical spectrum analysis to enhance the accuracy and resolution of wavelength measurement [3] . Moreover, nonlinear effects like cross-phase modulation can be detected [4] using this high-resolution optical spectral monitor.
In this letter, we propose an optical performance monitor (OPM) based on a "double-homodyne" spectroscopy scheme. The proposed system can participate in some tasks for performance and fault management of transparent optical networks [5] , which use OFDM or high dense WDM technologies. A maintenance procedure using the OPM is also proposed. Fig. 1 shows the OPM configuration, which can be located at each optical node to help management decentralization.
II. CONFIGURATION AND EXPERIMENT
Tapped signal from the input or the output of the node is homodyned with a local frequency-swept laser, and then low-pass filtered. A pulse signal is generated each time the swept laser frequency coincides with a channel frequency. On the other hand, optical channels can be referenced to a standard frequency, which can also be tapped for channel frequency stability measurements (as shown in Fig. 1 ). The pulses are generated analogously when the reference frequency coincides with the swept frequency and, comparing the position of the two temporal pulses, information about channel frequency is obtained. In our experiment, the lasers used as frequency swept laser and transmitter are tunable DFB-MQW lasers. The scanned frequency range was adjusted to 100 GHz, while the transmitter and reference laser are coarsely lasing at 1550.31 nm. The reference frequency is provided by a tunable external cavity laser (HP8168A). An optical polarization scrambler [6] is used at the output of the frequency swept laser in order to avoid the influence of possible polarization mismatch between the homodyned signals. The detected pulses are autoconvolutioned so that their central position can be accurately determined. Once the difference between the pulses is known, the deviation of the frequency to be monitored with respect to the reference frequency can be deduced using the slope of the swept laser.
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III. FAILURE DETECTION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE
By exploring the optical channels spectrum, the OPM is able to detect different failures, give alarms and correct frequency drift. The concerned failures are as follows.
• Transmitter failure: if a failure occurs in a certain channel, the corresponding pulse is degraded in amplitude or it presents an irregular spectrum shape. Hence an alarm is generated and displayed. Also, the OPM continuously monitors the frequency stability of this optical channel against the reference frequency. When frequency stability fails, the OPM not only monitors it but also generates a corrective signal to stabilize the laser. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where a drift in transmitter frequency of 670 MHz was monitored and reduced to about 70 MHz by the OPM.
• Relative power monitoring: the OPM calculates and displays the relative power of an optical channel and the amplitude of its adjacent noise level as shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c) . This permits to give a first estimation of the OSNR and to detect corresponding degradations. This information can also be used to equalize the channel powers by comparing between their relative powers measured by the OPM.
• Crosstalk detection: a heterodyne type crosstalk can also be detected as shown in Fig. 3(c) . In this type of crosstalk, a pulse is detected where it should not be and hence an alarm is generated and displayed. • Optical component failure: using optical switches to select the appropriate test points in the optical nodes and the optical links, the performance (regarding frequency, power and OSNR of each optical channel) of different optical components could be assessed by comparing input versus output signals. OPM time consumption for fault detection is mainly dictated by the swept laser period, which in our case was 150 ms, but can be reduced for faster fault detection.
At the network initialization phase, after the occurrence of a failure or during in-service performance monitoring, a maintenance procedure consisting of different measurements in the frequency domain can be applied [7] . Five measurement steps are described next. 1) Analysis previous to the insertion of the optical channel: to determine if the selected physical resources initially selected comply with the requirements. This analysis comprises the following.
• Analysis of the optical spectrum band in the absence of any signal. The selected optical multiplex spectra will be examined to determine initial characteristics, as for example amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise spectrum from which signal gain can be estimated.
• Analysis of the optical spectrum band in the presence of adjacent optical channels. Prior to the insertion of an optical channel in the multiplex, the optical bandwidth to be occupied by the new channel can be sounded in order to locate possible interference sources. 2) Analysis of channel frequency. At the stage of inserting a new optical signal into an optical multiplex, the proper allocation of channel-frequency can be verified. For this purpose, we can intentionally provoke a displacement of channel frequency and then monitor the corresponding deviation. 3) Analysis of the optical bandwidth in the presence of a nonmodulated optical channel: the OPM can provide meaningful information to foresee the initially expected value of optical signal quality, evaluating the influence of the rest of channels into the new channel and vice versa. This analysis comprises the following.
• Analysis of the noise level close to the inserted signal spectrum to estimate the OSNR what can be an initial estimation of the quality of the optical signal.
• The second situation regards the influence of the new optical channel onto the already working channels. With the inclusion of a new signal, crosstalk in the adjacent channel may be induced [8] as well as new nonlinear intermodulation tones [4] . 4) Analysis using a test modulated optical signal. In this case, a test signal is inserted in the optical channel and measurement can take place regarding aspects such as BER and crosstalk [8] . 5) Analysis using the optical channel modulated with real traffic data, i.e. real time monitoring. The OPM, being a nonintrusive technique, can participate at this task. The example, shown in Fig. 3 , illustrates this procedure. We monitor two adjacent channels under three different situations (amplitudes are automatically scaled):
• In presence of an active optical carrier in the channel 2, which is nonmodulated [ Fig. 3(a) ].
• In presence of an active optical carrier in the channel 2, which is FSK modulated by a PRBS at 622 Mb/s [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The lobe on the right represents the logical marks, whereas the lobe on the left represents the logical spaces.
• Same than before, but now using an FM modulation index too high. Fig. 3(c) shows the crosstalk caused into channel 1 due to the lobe associated to the logical spaces of channel 2. Therefore a serious interference would take place in channel 1 as a result of modulating channel 2 with nonconvenient characteristics.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and experimentally demonstrated an OPM. The OPM can be used to monitor each optical carrier frequency, its relative power, and its adjacent noise level. An estimation of the OSNR is thus obtained. Compared to commercial OSA, the OPM is suitable for densely spaced optical channels applications at which the frequency resolution and the accuracy of current OSA may not be sufficient. In addition, it monitors the stability degradation of the optical channel, generates and displays alarms in case of failures and is also used to stabilize the optical channel frequency. It does not need periodical frequency calibration as it is directly interfaced with a reference frequency which could be an absolute reference. In addition, using the OPM, a maintenance procedure, based on exploring a spectrum band of interest, is proposed to detect possible interference tones, transmitter failures, optical amplifiers gain irregularities, or a crosstalk presence, thus, to assess an important part of quality of the optical signals and optical paths. Located at the remote optical nodes or a centralized hub node, the OPM can be suitable for a decentralized or a centralized optical network management scheme.
